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Rarely does an ethnography simultaneously provoke intel-
lectual and theoretical engagement, invite a carefully bal-
anced rethinking of an aforethought intractable conflict, and
contain such beautifully crafted prose as to inspire furious
page-turning. Emily McKee’s, Dwelling in Conflict: Negev
Landscapes and the Boundaries of Belonging, does all of
this and more. Indeed, it is one of the most engaging works
of ethnography I have read in many years, and I havemade it
mandatory reading for my course in Environmental
Anthropology. Some readers may take issue with McKee’s
presentation of land disputes between Arab and Jewish
Israelis in the Negev desert. The book does not, however,
explicitly take a side in the conflict. Rather, readers come
away fromDwelling in Conflictwith a nuanced appreciation
of how day-to-day interactions among Bedouin Arab and
Jewish citizens of Israel are filtered through the lenses of
history, narrative, memory, stigma, pride, family and heri-
tage, agency and strategy, violence and suffering, and em-
bodied understandings of material environments. Through
the stories of various individuals, many of whom are en-
gaged in environmental and social conciliation projects,
McKee acknowledges and offers thoughtful insight into
both Bsides^ while addressing the rigidity of the social and
physical boundaries fabricated by the intersection of poli-
tics, land management, and strategic narrative: BBy striving
to unsettle binary oppositions between nature and culture,
tradition and progress, Arab and Jew, the people engaged in
these projects seek not to erase difference but to multiply it
and open possibilities for exchange and learning across
what are currently rigid social boundaries^ (p.190).
The book begins by situating the complex circumstances of
conflict over land in the Negev desert and the intersectionality
of Palestinian, Arab, Jewish, and Israeli identities within a
broader representation of the regional unrest. BLand disputes
in the Negev are most commonly spoken of—in media cov-
erage, personal accounts, and scholarship—as a standoff be-
tween well-defined and naturally distinct groups of Bedouin
Arabs and Jews^ (p.3). While the bulk of the book is con-
cerned with unpacking this simplistic account, the overview
is a welcome one for those with only a cursory understanding
of the history of the region. This chapter introduces the Negev
desert as, variously, a landscape, a home, a frontier, a desolate
wasteland, and a political necessity.
McKee then introduces several competing Benvironmental
discourses,^ or ways of knowing and seeing the land of the
Negev. For Jewish Israelis raised on the ideology of the
kibbutz, the pride in transforming barren desert into productive
farmland as part of the nation–and identity–building program,
mobilizes their environmental engagement. The legitimacy
conferred by the state in the form of deeds-of-ownership and
legal and administrative recognition make the Jewish experi-
ence of being on their land Bhonorable.^ On the other hand,
the Bedouin Arabs attitudes to the land have been shaped by
experiences of loss and betrayal by the Israeli government
who had promised citizenship but who physically, legally,
and socially marginalized the Bedouin into Bunrecognized
villages.^ However, their relationship to the land is also char-
acterized by a sense of Bhonor,^ in knowing the land is
Brightfully^ theirs.
Chapter two begins with a description of the legal demoli-
tion of the Bunrecognized^ Bedouin village of Al-‘Araqib in
2010, a process of destruction that was to happen at least
another 79 times in the next five years as Arabs rebuilt their
homes and the Israel Land Administration (ILA) tore them
down. McKee contrasts the narratives necessary for this re-
peated razing to be deemed both legal and socially justified—
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at least to many Jewish Israelis—with those narratives mobi-
lized in response to the eviction of 23 Jewish farmsteads that
were similarly built on land not administratively zoned for
residences. In the case of the Jewish single-family farmsteads,
a national and international campaign supporting their right to
farm the land resulted in the retrospective legalization of the
farmsteads. McKee makes use of these opposing outcomes,
and cites Ingold’s (1993) notion of the Btaskscape^ to contrast
different imaginings of appropriate land-use and how these
map onto categories of people. BThe discursive linking of
group identity to territory naturalizes the idea that Jews’ secu-
rity rests on exclusive territorial control^ (p.81). The hege-
monic view depicts strong Jewish bodies transforming the
desert into secure and productive farmland, while dirty and
primal Bedouins relentlessly construct squalid camps in defi-
ance of the rule-of-law. Arabs, in contrast, situate their occu-
pancy of these spaces in narratives of traditional ownership,
freedom, and environmental custodianship, and some mobi-
lize to their advantage those elements of the conservation
movement which B(sanctify) the perceived primal^ (Dwyer
1996: 179). However, the resistance McKee describes is com-
plex; many Bedouin endure the structural violence of living in
villages denied basic services for the sake of their ongoing
connection to the land, but have learned not to invest heavi-
ly in these spaces or their own dwellings lest they be
destroyed by the ILA. The relative dereliction of the un-
recognized villages, in turn, contributes to the Jewish de-
piction of Bedouin as undeserving environmental stew-
ards. McKee weaves the scaffolding of legal structures
through her accounts of competing Btaskscapes,^ demon-
strating how Bthe social and political maneuverings nec-
essary to establish purportedly universal legal principles
shows them to be anything but ‘natural’^ (p.81).
In the chapter titled BBridge^, McKee describes her ex-
perience in the ambiguous space that lies between the two
townships where she lived during her fieldwork: ‘Ayn
al-‘Azm, a Bedouin village, and Dganim, a Jewish moshav
or settlement. The abandoned borderland is known as Bthe
wadi,^ a term that denotes a seasonal riverbed but which
holds various other meanings for Bedouin and Jewish visi-
tors. McKee details her visit to the wadiwith Sarah, an Arab
Bculture worker^ (p.97) who was leading a group of chil-
dren on an excursion designed to experience and evoke na-
ture as well as to revitalize memories of Bedouin dwelling.
She contrasts this trip with another she took with Gil, a
Jewish police officer, who depicts the space as part of a
broader structure designed to separate and protect Jewish
Israelis from Bedouin Arabs. Though brief, the chapter pro-
vides one of the most evocative contrasts of taskscapes in
the book, illustrating how different experiences of the same
landscape can be realized in starkly different ways.
Chapter three explores the Bedouin experience of loss, and
particularly of lost connections to landscapes and the cultural
identities imagined as part of those connections. McKee also
paints a picture of Bedouin spatial organization within ‘Ayn
al-‘Azm. The town was officially designed by the state on a
grid, with numerical demarcations. However, Bedouin fami-
lies have adapted the space to reflect their privileging of fa-
milial groupings, the visual separation of public and private
domains, and the incorporation of agricultural activities that
both supplement wage labor and are also reminiscent of an
idealised, rural lifestyle. The township is, however, an ambig-
uous space in that residents lament its dishevelled state, with
neglected and littered public spaces, and those who live there
do not regard it with the reverence and longing they do the
former lands outside the township that they regularly visit.
Rather, ‘Ayn al-‘Azm is described as a dwelling from which
other landscapes are evoked as Bhome.^
In chapter four readers are introduced to the place-making
of Jewish residents of Dganim, the majority of whom belong
to an Bethnic minority from India^ (p.124). These citizens
engage their equivocal classification as Mizrahi Jews (those
hailing from North Africa, Asia, and the Middle East, in con-
trast to Ashkenazi Jews who claim European heritage) by
identifying as BCochinim^ (p.125). Espousing Zionist ambi-
tions, the Jews fromCochin, Kerala, recount their migration to
the Negev as a deliberate and purposeful religious tribute rath-
er than as a flight from antisemitism in India. Their subsequent
struggle to tame the Bwilderness^ is deemed evidence of their
rightful ownership of the Bcivilized^ spaces the moshev be-
came through their toil (p.127). However, McKee describes
how the impact of globalization and the waning agricultural
economy of Dganim has complicated the Cochini discourse in
which their place in the state is evidenced by their transforma-
tion of the landscape. As Cochinim seek to grow the cultural
tourism market by invoking the heritage of Indian terrain in
the Negev context, McKee hints at the re-emergence of
Mizrahi ethnic Botherness^ as a relevant factor in determining
Cochini inclusion in, and by, the state of Israel.
Chapter five describes the role of Bustan l’Shalom, an en-
vironmental NGO established by a Jewish-American in 1999
as a strategy for addressing Arab-Jewish conflict in Israel and
Palestine. Through a range of projects, and a mixed staff of
Jews and Arabs, Bustan seeks to challenge the distinction
between the various ethnicities of citizens of Israel, as well
as between humans and the environment itself. BBustan advo-
cates a holistic definition of environment, which includes all
the inhabitants of a landscape, regardless of ethnic affiliation,
and urges them toward collective stewardship^ (p.157). Part
of this reimagining involves the repositioning of traditional
Bedouin pastoralism within contemporary rhetoric about ap-
propriate—Bcivilized^—environmental engagement.
Bustan’s goal to soften boundaries, both environmental and
social, are frustrated by entrenched ILA practices, aid-funding
paradigms that constrain innovation, the barriers of concrete
and wire that scar the Negev and other parts of the territory,
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and the relentlessly politicized killing of one group by another.
McKee’s book largely steers clear of the ongoing violence in
the region, focussing instead on intimate portraits that give
hope to the possibility of change. Whether or not the reader
comes away from Dwelling in Conflict with hope will, I sus-
pect, depend on the individual. Readers will, however, emerge
with a greater appreciation of both the conflict that is routinely
represented in the media, and the day-to-day life of Negev
residents that is typically neglected.
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